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Quotable 
"Those who don't know history are doomed to repeat it."  
 

Edmund Burke 
Commentary & Analysis 
Can’t we all just get along? 
 
I read with interest Mr. George Soros’ plan B for Europe, as succinctly laid out in and 
editorial the Financial Times this morning.   In case the EU leaders didn’t know it, Mr. 
Soros is here to let them know it’s time for the eurozone to be “ringfenced,” i.e. insure 
the core remains stable despite the fact it may be too late for some countries on the 
periphery.  “Gee ... thank you, Captain Obvious!” is what I would assume the response 
from European finance ministers might be to those comments.   
 
Of course this ring-fencing would require more taxpayer money with Germany and 
Finland and Netherlands making it more costly for them to borrow in the open market 
thanks to the necessity of a common European bond market.  This of course also would 
require a euro wide Treasury as in the U.S.; heck, no need to re-create the wheel here, we 
will trade you straight up Timothy (Tax Cheat) Geithner and the whole supporting cast for 
a good bottle of Bordeaux and a cheese wheel to be named later.    
 
But seriously, assuming anyone can really take these politicos seriously, the question is: Is 
it too late?  Have the taxpayers who are footing these bailout bills, and will suffer from 
any form of transfer union, had enough already?   
 
I would suspect that many taxpayers wish they were all Brits now.  Why?  Well, not the 
weather, maybe the scotch, but because of the fact that the UK is part of the EU but is not 
tied to the currency union.  They are free from the single currency straight jacket and 
despite the problems in the UK, there is some flexibility left instead of subsidy upon 
subsidy upon subsidy to others whose ability to produce wealth is questionable given said 
straight jacket.  The UK controls its own monetary policy.  If European citizens are tired of 
laboring under effective German monetary policy, just wait till they get a look at transfer 
union, would be my guess.   
 
I argue that a country like Switzerland, no EU membership and its own currency and 
monetary policy is doing okay with exports to the eurozone.  The scare tactic of disaster if 
anyone leaves the Union doesn’t seem to hold up empirically.  A mess it will be, but a 
country’s competitiveness against its competitors is what creates wealth; a condition 
badly lacking in the current union.  Maybe more control of the union by Germany will do 
the trick? 
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I said to a friend yesterday—Milton Freidman was right again.  He is gloating in his grave.  
His understanding of the market was brilliant.  But his understanding of the political 
economy was equally as brilliant. He said before this whole Mundell Inspired Experiment 
started that Europe in its current condition was not fertile ground for a currency union.  
One of Milton’s many arguments was the fact that one needed to see political union 
before embarking on currency union.  It didn’t happen.  And the idea of political union 
seems to be pushed further off thanks to the resentments build during this two-speed 
Europe experiment.   
 
So, I think Mr. Soros’ call for European elites to once again try to legislate the idea that 
everyone should just get along, by mandating yet another institution that forces them to 
get along, while yielding yet another major piece of sovereignty, may be a bit late.   
 
       EURUSD Monthly: 

 
 
But, never say never when it comes to this game. 
 
Jack Crooks 
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Currency Currents Blog http://currencycurrents.tumblr.com/  
 
The euro experiment is about to fail. Greece may be forced back to the Drachma 
and this problem could easily spread through more of the EMU.   
  
THEN WHAT? 

The Euro Experiment has Failed! 
                  

First ... 
 
Let's talk opportunity. That is, the chance that this may (and I say "may" because 
we never know definitively), just be one of those points in a trader's career that is, 
you know, the big one. 
 

 That one that keeps you in the game.  
 The one that makes back for all those stupid mistakes 
 The one that brings your accounts from the red back to black, big time.  
 The one that puts that huge smile on your face every time you think about it. 

 
This is a promotional piece to sell you our currency advisory service ... 
BLACKSWAN Currency Currents Professional. If you're interested in learning 
more about what we do, what our advisory service is all about, why we believe the 
best opportunity may be right now, and what you'll get every day, then read on.If 
not, thanks anyway. And please continue to enjoy our free daily e-letter, Currency 
Currents - maybe someday you'll decide to make the step up.  
 

The Experiment has Failed 

 
Let's talk for a moment about the euro, Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and Germany (to 
name just a few) - the whole "experiment" they call the Eurozone. Is it a good idea 
gone bad ... or a bad idea gone bad? 
 

George Soros - Bloomberg 6/26/2011 

Billionaire investor George Soros said it's "probably inevitable" that a mechanism will 

have to be put in place to allow weaker euro-region economies to exit the single 

currency.  

"We are on the verge of an economic collapse which starts, let's say, in Greece, but it 

could easily spread," 

http://www.blackswantrading.com/
http://currencycurrents.tumblr.com/
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We can hash around all the reasons this was supposed to help the Eurozone. 
You've heard them all before but, frankly, it's simply turning into a disaster.  
 
One that could have global consequences.  
 
Just pick up any newspaper, scan any financial website or turn on CNBC, 
Bloomberg or Fox Business news and you can't miss the headlines. 

Market Watch 6/20/2011 

It seems fairly likely that Greece eventually will be forced to leave EMU... 

Wall Street Journal  6/20/2011 

"Analysts, though, said any tick up" (in the Euro) "was likely to be fleeting because of 

so much uncertainty on putting a cap on Greece's fiscal troubles. To that end, the 

debt crisis in the euro zone's periphery is threatening to shatter the region's 

economic recovery and may cause a global financial disruption if not stopped, the 

International Monetary Fund warned anew Monday" 

  
Band-Aids, Bubble Gum and Bailing Wire 
 
We here at Black Swan believe that this experiment is about to fail. This problem 
cannot continue to be kicked down the road much longer. Greece must declare 
bankruptcy and pull out of the euro -- it's their only chance for survival. And when 
they do the EURUSD trade will go wild.  

CNBC 6/20/11 

Persistent protests in Athens' Syntagma Square show that the Greek people feel 

increasingly disenfranchised with their political system and analysts told CNBC that the 

growing separation between the government and the population over austerity could 

prove 'explosive'. 

TheStreet 6/23/11 

Greece is insolvent. No amount of new loans from rich EU governments and the 

IMF can save Athens from default on sovereign debt, and that poses a clear threat 

to the global financial stability.  

 
OK. So big deal - what's in it for me?   
 
That's a great question and one every investor should constantly be asking 
themselves. Money. That's what's in it for you. Profits from being in the right place 
at the right time. 
 
Look, there's no guarantee here -- you know that. But what we try to do is get the 
odds leaning just a little bit in our favor. It doesn't take much, and we believe the 
odds are leaning in our favor right now. 
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Click on the link below to take a look at this video I recently sent to members: 
 

CCPRO EURUSD Update: Monday, June 20, 2011 
 

We've caught the big moves over the last three years, made great profits 
and waited... 
 
Waited for the big fall.  
 
We've chopped around a bunch, kept our toes in the water at all times, managed 
our risk and did our homework. You never can know for sure what may happen 
tomorrow. And sitting on the sidelines won't make you money. Like I said, 
sometimes things just tip ever so slightly in your favor. And if you've a serious 
trader, you've got to take notice; you've got to pounce. 
 

This May Be It ... 
 
Unfortunately, Greece may just be the tip of a huge iceberg. The general 
consensus is once this ball starts rolling it'll roll over much of Europe on its way 
into the U.S.  

How the Euro Became Europe's Greatest Threat 

  

 
  

The euro is becoming an ever greater threat to Europe's common future. The currency 

union chains together economies that are simply incompatible. Politicians approve one 

bailout package after the other and, in doing so, have set down a dangerous path that 

could burden Europeans for generations to come and set the EU back by decades.  
  

We're getting new indications on the severity of the Eurozone baking crisis now 
that analysts are beginning to dig into the balance sheet of the European Central 
Bank. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=7rbbvocab&et=1106266786560&s=22874&e=001Ml-m_RR3QaIc0jnsUMlpiOY1V_UL6l2Fx0aFU5Tl3iJ4-clBoqQKavpYfJTp95Ksm4JHMW_0Z00wK3uVQndk6PmNlP1FapISlW2AelBD5CZSFXLa1rcaOvm-blJ_VQinlJIFxRNaD_4=
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Black Swan Capital 6/14/2011  

  

The squabble between Germany and the ECB over how to handle Greek debt is all about 

the massive exposure the ECB has on its balance sheet. If this situation is not handled 

"delicately", as the wicked-witch of East is so fond of saying, this has potential to morph 

into a banking crisis, which would be dismal for the zone and create a systemic risk for 

global assets, not to mention the impact on the euro. 
 

John Mauldin - Thoughts From The Frontline  - June 25, 2011 
  
I think it is a given that in the near future Ireland is going to tell the ECB that the line 

item on their balance sheet for €60 billion that says "Loans to Ireland to bail out their 

banks" should be moved from the line that says loans to the line that says capital. They 

will simply walk away from the debt. "Here are the keys to your banks. What are you 

going to do with your banks?" 
  
Let's assume (generously) that there is only a 50% haircut on Greek debt. Add in the 

Irish debt, assume a smaller haircut on Portugal, at least initially, and you can easily get 

to €100 billion in losses for the ECB. That makes Lehman look like small potatoes. 
 
 
Based on their exposure to at-risk periphery nations in the Eurozone - Greece, 
Portugal, Italy, Ireland, Spain - a default or systemic event would effectively render 
the ECB insolvent. Not only does the ECB look bad in this scenario, but the nations 
that have been dumping shoddy collateral on the ECB have now lost their 
backstop. Take a look at these numbers from openeurope.org.uk: 
 
" ... the Eurosystem which underpins the ECB has exposure to struggling eurozone 
economies (the so-called PIIGS) of around €444bn - an amount roughly equivalent 
to the GDP of Finland and Austria combined."  
 
"Overall, the ECB is now leveraged around 23 to 24 times, with only €82bn in 
capital and reserves. In contrast, the Swedish central bank is leveraged just under 
five times, while the average hedge fund is leveraged four to five times. This 
means that should the ECB see its assets fall by just 4.25% in value, from booking 
losses on its loans or purchases of government debt, its entire capital base would 
be wiped out." 
  
If the credit crunch taught us anything, here are two lessons at the top of the list: 
 
1) Do not completely write-off the highly improbable; no one knows when a black 
swan event will surface. 
 
2) Investors don't like the word 'systemic.' 
 

http://openeurope.org.uk/
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Indeed, when the S-word starts flying around the headlines and the interviews, 
that's when the other S-word hits the fan. After that it's a whole new ball game, as 
they say. I can only hope we avoid another credit-crunch-like financial debacle that 
rocks the globe.  
 

Ben Bernanke Press Conference - 6/23/2011 
  
A disorderly Greek default would have significant effects on the US. 

 
 

Black Swan Capital: Preparing for a Breakup of the European Monetary System 
  
If the EMS were to breakup, it would be catastrophic for the euro, obviously. But if 

breakup doesn't occur, if all the attendant risk of breakup and the associated financial 

chaos fears begin to feed into the value of the currency, as we suspect they will, our 

initial target (guesstimate) would be for the euro to trade at parity with the US dollar-at 

least. 
 
But even if we can't avoid a second round of global recession, the ability to make 
money is not lost. 
 

Financial Times - June 21, 2011 

The need for a potential bail-out of Spain is not only possible, but likely and 

manageable even with the mounting aggregate debt assumption by the other, 

stronger euro partners, its central bank and the International Monetary Fund. 

Thus, we turn to Italy. The country has far more sovereign debt outstanding, almost 

$2,000 billion, than any of the other problematic governments. 

While ultimately the euro's survival will come down to political realities we feel the 

euro's financial market "battle" will come down to the plight of Italy. 

Its debt, if added to the mounting EU and IMF's responsibility, may simply be too 

much and the euro will then crumble. 

  

I created my company, Black Swan Capital, to be different - to deliver real value 
and actionable ideas to our Members. The focus should be about how you as a 
trader and investor can utilize our information as a tool to help you increase your 
consistency of winning and understanding ... over time. A systematic approach, 
applied with discipline, is the best you can do. 
 
It's not sexy ... It's just true!    
 
That's why I've sought to build an approach to investing and trading in the currency 
market that suits a variety of personal investment situations ... big or small ... risk-
hungry or risk-averse.  
 
My name is Jack Crooks I've worked to create a product and service that sincerely 
delivers on three counts: accuracy, usefulness and commitment. 
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In other words ... 
 
I don't make this out to be more than it is ...  
 
I constantly tweak my content, strategies and communication ...  
 
And I devote my time and effort to my members wholeheartedly.  
 
Is there a secret success formula behind it all?  Nope. I don't think so. 
 
But I've found one can be successful in the currency markets utilizing a solid 
framework in finding opportunities, controlling risk and securing profits.  Before I 
begin to explain the capacity in which I apply BLACKSWAN's systematic approach 
to the markets, let me first break the ice on ...  
 

The Ultimate Asset Class: Foreign Exchange 
 
I'm going to assume you've come to know of, or at least have recently heard about, 
foreign exchange. Casually referred to as the currency market, it's where I make 
my living. By far the largest market in the world, its accessibility is now unlike it's 
ever been. Turning over more than $4 trillion a day, the liquidity in the foreign 
exchange market dwarfs any other. Daily exchange rate fluctuations may represent 
only fractions of a penny, but the potential for profit on these small moves is 
substantial. 
 
There are plenty of ways to get in this game, which I'll explain in a second. But 
first, a word to the wise ... 
 
Currencies are a zero-sum game.  
 
Because exchange rates represent one currency versus another, one must rise in 
value as the other falls. The value of one currency measured against another can 
approach zero. But exchange rates as a whole cannot. Point being: the sole act of 
speculating in currencies does not automatically subject you to inevitable capital 
erosion. 
 
Instead, this is an investment that offers flexibility throughout any and all economic 
cycles.It is why we've worked to offer a comprehensive advisory product - 
Currency Currents Professional - that can be applied over various time frames ... 
with different account sizes and individualized risk profiles. It's as simple as 
implementing our recommendations on the trading vehicle(s) that best suits your 
personal situation. 
 
There are three basic levels, listed from most speculative to least speculative as 
we handle them: 
 
Spot FX & Futures- Leveraged, short-term  
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Spot FX & Futures - Leveraged, intermediate-term 
Currency ETFs - Low leverage, long-term 
 
Perhaps the terms appear complicated if you're new to this. But the fact is: it's as 
simple as it's ever been.By no means is it easy. But with the right guidance, 
success in this market is attainable.  
 
Here is a look at what we do to drive our Members' towards success ... 
 

Three Heads are Better than One:  
Fundamental, Technical and Sentiment Analysis    
 
Central to our approach are three types of analysis as exemplified below -  
 

 
 
 
Head #1: Fundamental Analysis  
 
In the world of foreign exchange, analysis is about more than the financial 
statements of one company. In this game you need to know what's going on 
around the world.  
 
Tight coupling, for instance, is a term used to describe the connection and 
dependence among various parts of a system. As it pertains to the global financial 
system, understanding the ways in which it became tightly coupled helped to 
explain its recent collapse. The consensus eventually came to know the ties 
between the global economy and global markets. But the contagion that ensued 
afterwards, and its impact on currency investments, could have been anticipated 
well before hand. In other words... 
 
Building a sound global macro view is critical to the odds of winning in the currency 
market.  
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Head #2: Sentiment Analysis 
 
Leading up to and throughout this global credit crisis and economic collapse a 
three-word term was popularized: crisis of confidence. And rightly so - dwindling 
confidence sparked heavy risk-aversion and substantial deleveraging. It didn't 
matter what was going on, everyone just knew it was bad. And maybe the tides 
have already turned in that sense: it doesn't matter what's going on, everyone just 
"knows" it's not going to get much worse. There's no doubt the ebb and flow of risk 
appetite maintains its stranglehold on the markets. 
 
Basically, I'm saying it's not just about the numbers game - qualitative stuff like the 
shifting capital flows often times solidifies our quantitative assessments ... and the 
probability of accurately perceiving major and minor trend changes.  You'll often 
hear us talk about the importance of money flow - that's what impacts prices. And 
that's why it pays to pay attention. Keeping your finger on the pulse of global 
capital flows is invaluable to understanding market action.   
 
Head #3: Technical Analysis 
 
A note of caution here: a lot of traders and analysts get fanatical with technical 
analysis.  We seek to keep it simple for two reasons: comprehension and clarity.If 
our Members can't understand what we're talking about, it's no good for either 
party involved. And if the analysis becomes jumbled, the merit of our preferred 
indicators becomes diluted.  
 
For instance, comparing asset classes head-to-head ("overlay charts" as we call 
them) offers further insight into market and economic relationships where 
fundamental analysis can't go. A divergence in price action between long-held 
correlations could indicate a major trend change is in the works.  
 
Again, technical analysis is no Holy Grail; nothing is. But it is another subtle yet 
powerful means to bolster investment decisions. In a game where timing is 
everything and small moves can mean big money, technical analysis grants you 
the accuracy and precision you can't afford to go without!  
 
That's the method to our madness -- increase the odds of success by 
implementing a systematic approach. And there's more ...  
 

Risk Control: Get Your Mind Right 
 
Truth be told: if you actively trade and invest you will make a lot of mistakes. You 
will be wrong at times. Anyone who tells you otherwise is either lying or has never 
really traded real money. This is why damage control is a priority.  And the only 
way to minimize damage is by minding the risk inherent in each investment. This is 
where we strive to add value.  Most people enter markets backwards, their heads 
in the absolute wrong place. I did when I first started years ago. To paraphrase 
arguably the best trader that ever lived, Jesse Livermore:  
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You need to reverse your natural impulses and first think about how much you can 
afford to lose on a trade, instead of how much you can win.  
 
In managing a trade, the first question we ask ourselves is: Where are we wrong? 
It's an ongoing dialogue to help validate our premises in both the short- and long-
term.   
 
But the truth is: we never know what's going to happen. Every moment in the 
market is unique. It's impossible to know beforehand when we'll win and when we'll 
lose. The bottom line is this:  
 

Do you buy it? 
 
Pay $995 for an annual membership to the Currency Currents Professional ... or 
$99 per month if you'd prefer.  
 
Now, I'm not going to twist around words to make you feel like $99 per month is 
affordable for you. I will say this: I simply believe everything I deliver in Currency 
Currents Professional is well worth the price I ask. Period. But the decision is up to 
you. 
 
If you're ready to give us a try, Click Here to Sign Up - we're looking forward to you 
joining us. 
 

What do you get for that price? A lot. 
 
For starters, you'll get something from us at least once a day, Monday through 
Friday. Here's a more specific breakdown of what you can expect: 
 
CCPRO Weekly Summary & Outlook  
 
Geared toward investors and traders, this weekly report provides a review of the 
week that's passed and a preview of the week to come. Here we discuss our long-
term and short-term market themes, the risks to those views and a forecast of 
where exchange rates are headed. 
 
CCPRO Emerging Market Currency Commentary 
 
For those interested in the lesser-talked-about currencies, we watch the global 
regions and monitor the headlines impacting emerging market currencies. 
Occasionally, when we feel the time is right, we'll comment on these emerging 
market developments and potential trading opportunities.  
 
CCPRO Market Commentary  
 
This is where we cover it all - new trades, market perspectives, track record 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=7rbbvocab&et=1106266786560&s=22874&e=001Ml-m_RR3QaI1_eR-PUgdJdqtRxbPob45MERk58rY3wDYQT3LYB6H4RvuMqEVaXIOIJZHWC2iNkytrca-FnLEZ23YCvuOPkHr9ymfwXzAbYgwzllr8DnAK6_10BTITrYz-sZsuLIZyY5NpM6d13jRtR024wz3dNqHXwh7G_N-fFPbsBqAa48jEdorOjSottIuVtgHuyRc1_OyeAPZ0iMj2WQMRrXcEhRFHrH9k69L-_mjEbxF_0E5OfdYPG7AGfPS1YslRfsi_8wrwARSUFUTyw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=7rbbvocab&et=1106266786560&s=22874&e=001Ml-m_RR3QaIcy0Gbm3WOvpmZXjZ5vvfALq6uajqB1DTO-JKh8z5MYl1D6zSG9joQUsBEJw43XKsGskkqsl__1yBHfMp7KwpWgd0QL8BvahHFKBJEEPv_79hmgPDtKpogJNYvKlr-twkn58yVK0jAutAHBblYGPWREi4Z-neBdSGvQgTCBtzsvfxI9eZnJkKcTSB5nqMir-WlMJWnt3CjZ4wMqwqo6jN54kdygDirgxK2e3CJU91Q7Br6AB6CnsgkPvHJTcqA2gyuJEwiZQwOVw==
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updates, position commentary and chart analysis. It's important we keep tabs on 
trading performance and update you on market developments ... most every day. 
 
CCPRO Flash Alerts 
 
To be clear, the market dictates our trading activity. We don't ever want to force 
action or restrict ourselves to recommending trades only at certain times 
throughout the week. It is why we utilize these Flash Alerts to initiate new trades or 
issue trade adjustments at any time during market hours and otherwise.  
 
That's what we consistently deliver. But we also provide:  
 
* Audio updates to discuss market action and our relevant expectations ...   
* Full access to focused Special Reports ...   
* Updates on BLACKSWAN events and appearances ...  
* A members-only blog archivign everything we send you and more ... 
* And if you're not already set-up to receive it, we'll also send you our free daily 
global macro market commentary -- Currency Currents. 
 
To be blunt: the analysis alone seems to us like it's worth the price of admission. 
But tack on to that the potential to make considerable amounts of money, and 
you're looking at something of serious value. (Be mindful, too, that there are risks 
of loss associated with trading currencies.) 
 
And Don't Forget:  
 

Take advantage of our 30-day risk-free offer.  
 
If for any reason whatsoever you try us out and are unsatisfied with the 
BLACKSWAN Currency Currents Professional within the first 30 days of your 
Membership, we'll issue a full refund and our thanks for giving us a try.   
 
If you're ready to give us a try, Click Here to Sign Up - we're looking forward to it!   
 
Thank you,  
 
Jack Crooks 
President and Chief Trading Officer 
Black Swan Capital   
 
 
P.S.  And as a BONUS, subscribe today and receive this 25-page Special 
Report:Preparing for a Breakup in the European Monetary System 
 

"Most people are worried about the US dollar ... and for good reason.  These 
same people tend to see the euro as a real competitor vying for world reserve 
currency status. Many have been conditioned that way by the financial press. 
 But we believe the risk of breakup in the European Monetary System is 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=7rbbvocab&et=1106266786560&s=22874&e=001Ml-m_RR3QaIcy0Gbm3WOvpmZXjZ5vvfALq6uajqB1DTO-JKh8z5MYl1D6zSG9joQUsBEJw43XKsGskkqsl__1yBHfMp7KwpWgd0QL8BvahHFKBJEEPv_79hmgPDtKpogJNYvKlr-twkn58yVK0jAutAHBblYGPWREi4Z-neBdSGvQgTCBtzsvfxI9eZnJkKcTSB5nqMir-WlMJWnt3CjZ4wMqwqo6jN54kdygDirgxK2e3CJU91Q7Br6AB6CnsgkPvHJTcqA2gyuJEwiZQwOVw==


Black Swan Capital’s Currency Currents is strictly an informational publication and does not provide personalized or individualized 
investment or trading advice.  Commodity futures and forex trading involves substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for you.  
The money you allocate to futures or forex trading should be money that you can afford to lose.  Please carefully read Black Swan’s full 
disclaimer, which is available at http://www.blackswantrading.com/disclaimer  

 

building rapidly. We examine the structure of this "artificial fiat currency" and 
why another downturn in the global economy could mean lights out for the 
euro. Be prepared." 

 
Even if you decide Currency Currents Professional doesn't fit your investment 
style, keep the report - it's yours as a 'thank you' for giving us a try!     
 
That's how we play it in  Currency Currents Professional ...   
 
Even in tough times, which we recognize is on everyone's mind these days, that's 
a very reasonable price for the versatility and money-making potential packed into 
this single newsletter. If you want an honest approach and a realistic look at 
currencies, you've come to the right place. 
 
I don't typically promise anything to anyone when it concerns the markets, but 
there is, however, one GUARANTEE I can comfortably make. It is this:   
 
If for any reason whatsoever you try us out and are unsatisfied with the Currency 
Currents Professional within the first 30-days of your Membership, we'll issue a full 
refund and our thanks for giving us a try.   
 
If the "get rich quick" products are just slowly sucking your account dry ... and you 
want to learn how to implement a solid approach to currency investing ... or even if 
you're just looking for well-researched trading and investing ideas ...I urge you to 
give us a try. Take advantage, risk-free, today ...  
 
There is no ultimate reward without decisive action.   
 
If for any reason you don't like what you see, just cancel anytime within that period 
for a full refund of every penny paid.  So try it risk-free for 30 days.  
 
Or feel free to visit our website if you'd like to read more about Currency Currents 
Professional. 

Thanks again. 
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